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ABSTRACT 
 

Population growth and sewage from urban, industrial and agricultural  population Waste disposal site 
leachate and runoff caused the pollution increasing and limiting water resources. Model is a quantitative 
expression of the system.  Model can be as simple as a pipeline system (physical model) or as complex as a 
three-dimensional mathematical representation which is needed to solve hundreds of equations with a large 
computer. The aim of this study was to evaluate the effect of the wall reaction coefficient in water distribution 
system by EPANET software. This software uses flow equations and mass transfer to simulate water quality in 
water delivery network Methods used to build the model of the application and entering the required data and 
then running the model in several different scenarios which in every trial, the affection of wall reaction rate on 
chlorine concentration, transferring and water age were assessed. The results showed that the ratio of this 
coefficient is important in calculating concentration in network and must be more considered and also is 
important in chlorine concentration and transferring. Also can be said that EPANET is effective on simulating 
pipe wall reaction. 
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Introduction 
 

The first step in quality researches is to 
recognize and choose quality parameters affecting 
river water. There has been a number of field studies, 
analytic methods, experimental models, and series of 
computer programs; also known as quantity models, 
developed to describe and predict the hydrodynamics 
and quality of the water. Although these models are 
all somehow limited, they are essential for water 
resources management. To use those kind of methods 
it is important to completely understand water 
phenomena and also the weaknesses and strong 
points of the aforementioned methods. Some of the 
limitations in the models developed before are 
simplified assumptions for the area and the mixing 
mechanism. For a model’s effectiveness different 
aspects such as reliability, ease of use, cost-
effectiveness, and the advantages must be evaluated. 
So, to choose the right model it is necessary to 
understand the models and compare their 
effectiveness in simulations. The main problem here 
is to study the impact of pipe wall reaction 

coefficient on simulating parameters of Tehran water 
networking system, using EPANET2. The coefficient 
is of a great importance in simulating water network. 
Water pipes can be a resource for contamination on 
their own. This contamination can probably come 
from the decay in the pipes, which can get into a 
reaction with the free chlorine in the water and 
change the water. Inmass transfer equationsdecay 
rates and the amount of chlorine in the hypothetical 
element is modeled by the coefficient of the reaction 
rate at the tube wall. It is hard to analyze the 
behavior of water towards the pipe wall because 
there are complex equations for the modeling of the 
water movement in urban water netwroks. 
Sometimes a concentration of contaminants can get 
into the distribution system through a certain point. 
Temporal and spatial distribution of the 
concentration in other parts of the network can be 
measured using EPANET model meaning how much 
contamination has spread to other areasat any time. 
The data needed for the three aforementioned 
processes are the primary concentration, reaction 
coefficient of the material with each other or with the 
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wall, the concentration of the contaminants entering 
the water, the location, and the mixing methods in 
the tank. One of these contaminants are produced by 
the decay of their plumbing. Therefore, the effect of 
wall mass transfer in the system can show the 
importance of this research. Santosh et al mixed GIS 
and EPANET models to evaluate the hydraulic 
parameters of the urban network. In this study, the 
urban network was modeled by EPANET model and 
both the comprehensive and individual time stepwere 
used extensively. Both the gradient and the energy 
level were also evaluated. In this study the practical 
use of water system analysis simulation by EPANET 
was shown. Aronkomar et al investigated the use of 
EPANET model in the analysis concerning 
consumption in urban networks. This work aims at 
an urban network management system in the city. 
Using this model the level ofdrinking waterwas 
determined with regard to welfare of the population 
in each region. In a study entitled “the completion of 
the genetic algorithm using statistic methods in 
transfer for optimal designing of urban water 
system”Blognesi et al developed a study which was 
useful to the optimal management of urban water 
system. This was achieved by using the EPANET 
software. The algorithm was tested with several 
different networks and good results were obtained for 
most of them. This article was published in the 
journal “Advances in Engineering Software”. In 
Estonia, Koppel and Vassiljev conducted a study 
entitled “calibration of the water distribution 
performance system for pipes with different ages”. 
They were looking to use an algorithm which can 
promisingly show the performance of the network 
system and calibration of the parameters. This article 
was published in the journal “Advances in 
Engineering Software”. Ramirez et al in a study 
entitled "Optimization position stations disinfection 
system for urban network" tried to optimize location 
of the booster pump station in urban networks. This 
study is devoted to optimizing the location of the 
pumps regarding costs such as installing costs and 
disinfecting material for the reminder of the 
contamination in the network. The results of this 
study can properly show the model and the principles 
in the model and the comparison between statistical 
and absolute solutions. The study was published in 
the Journal of Chemical Engineering of computer 
support. Ann and Cheung developed an instructions 
on how to calibrate theEPANE model. In this 
instruction they worked on the ways to log in the 
data and how to start using the model and also how 
to calibrate the model. Mayer et al in a study titled 
"Comparison of calibration and test models for 
chlorine analysis system for urban network" in the 
UK showed thatMono-chloramine acted as a 
disinfectant in a whole 1.3 km pipeline. The main 
problem was the combination of these parameters. 
Finally, the results showed the decomposition 
coefficients for the input values of the chlorine and 

the water temperature. This article was published in 
the journal Water Research. 
 
Materials And Methods 
 
The location in study: 

 
Sadra is a new town in Fars province in Iran 

which is located 8 km northwest of Shiraz. Sadra’s 
Mother City is Shiraz, and the distance to the center 
of the mother city is 15 km. due to the fact that Sadra 
is located between two mountains, it is always 
provided with a permanent breath from the northwest 
(Goyem) to the southeast (Bajgah) which causes the 
air pollution to reach a minimum level. Sadra which 
initially was one of the new towns in Shiraz now has 
become a city. Therefore the quality of the drinking 
water in this city is of a great importance. 
 
Epanet Model: 

 
EPANET model is modeled in 2000 in 

American association of environment in water supply 
and resources department. EPANET is a computer 
program which simulates the extent period of quality 
behavior of water in the pressure tube system. A 
network is made of pipes, nodes (splits), pumps, 
valves, and reservoirs. EPANET tracks the flow of 
water in pipes, the pressure in each split, the level of 
water in each tank, and the concentration of each 
chemical in the whole system in a period of time 
which consists of a number of time steps. In addition 
to chemicals, waster age, source tracing, and 
concentration can be simulated too. Sometimes 
contamination enters the water from a certain point. 
Spatial and temporal distribution of the 
contamination can be measured by EPANET2, 
whereabouts and concentration of the contamination. 
EPANET is a research tool to improve our 
understanding of the movement and the destination 
of drinking water in distribution systems. This 
program can be used to measure the chlorine residual 
for example. EPANET can help evaluate the 
strategies of the periodic management to improve the 
quality of drinking water throughout a system. 
 
Regnant equations: 

 
The water quality simulation model uses 

Lagrange. The methodtraces the total concentration 
and size of thenon-overlapping elements that filled a 
pipe. Over time, the size of the most upstream 
element in a pipe increases, whereas the length of the 
downstream element is reduced. The size of elements 
between these two elements remain unchanged. 
Convection transport equation for disinfecting agents 
in water distribution pipe in a classical transport 
equation is shown below. 

�
𝛛𝛛𝐂𝐂𝐢𝐢
𝛛𝛛𝐭𝐭
� = −𝐮𝐮𝐢𝐢 �

𝛛𝛛𝐂𝐂𝐢𝐢
𝛛𝛛𝐱𝐱

� ±  𝐑𝐑(𝐂𝐂𝐢𝐢).                                     1 
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Fig. 1-1: Shiraz Sadra town 

 
Where ci is the concentration of the chlorine in 

pipe, i is a function of the time and location 
measured by mg/lit, ui is the flow velocity in the pipe 
i measured by m/s, and R(ci) is the expression for 
reaction rate (Tabesh et al 1390). When a chemical 
like chlorine moves through a pipe, reactions happen 
between the chemical and the material in the water 
which are called mass reactions. Normally these 
mass reactions can be shown as vanishing equations 
of first order: 

 
𝐑𝐑(𝐂𝐂) = 𝐤𝐤𝐛𝐛 𝐂𝐂                                                                    2 

 
Where kb is mass reaction consonant (1/t), c is 

concentration (mass on volume), and R is mass 
reaction rate (mass on volume on time). Factors like 
initial concentration of chlorine, total organic carbon, 
temperature, and number of re-chlorate process affect 
kb [11]. when the water is floating over the pipe non-
resolving material likechlorine can move toward the 
pipe wall and react with its material. These reactions 

are called pipe wall reaction. For the first order 
kinetic, the reaction rate of the pipe wall in expressed 
as below: 

 

𝐫𝐫 =
𝟐𝟐𝐤𝐤𝐰𝐰𝐤𝐤𝐟𝐟

𝐑𝐑(𝐊𝐊𝐖𝐖 + 𝐊𝐊𝐟𝐟)
𝐂𝐂                                                          3 

 
Where kw is the reaction rate consonant for the 

pipe wall (length on time), kf is mass transfer 
coefficient (length on time) which depends on 
diffusion coefficient for water and Reynolds number. 
R is the pipe radius (length), c concentration (mass 
on volume) and r is reaction rate for the pipe wall 
(mass on volume on time). Factors which affect 
reaction consonant of the pipe wall are: Material 
used in pipe, the velocity of movements in the pipe, 
primary concentration of chlorine, decay. 

Water network and network coordination 
Network coordination in this study are: 

 
Table 1: network components’ specifications 

Pipe 
(Number) 

Cross 
(Number) 

Pump (Number) Water resources (Number) 

68 59 1 1 
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Fig. 1: schematic network in the city in study 
 
Result And Discussion  
 
Scenario definition: 

 
After designing the model, it was run for 

different situations of the chlorine. This was done in 
ten repeats and the effects on the reaction rate of the 
pipe was assessed. In trial and error the reaction rate 
of the pipe wall was considered to be -0.1 to -1 and 
simulation was conducted in 24 hours. In the chosen 

nodes 189, 63, 65, 64, 42, 67, 66, 18, the residual 
chlorine was measured. According to the above 
tables you can see that after one third of the 
simulation the concentration stays consonant and 
therefore the final amount is used for the evaluation. 
In the table below the difference of the 
concentrations in a certain node in 
differentroughness coefficient for the reaction of the 
pipe wall is shown. 

 
Table 2: the difference caused in 2nd, 3rd, 4th trials in comparison 

Pipe connection 
(Number) 

Pipe connection 
Difference rate  
(2nd to 4th trials) 

Pipe connection 
Difference rate  
(3nd to 2th trials) 

Pipe connection 
Difference rate  
(4nd to 3th trials) 

63  25 25 
189 2 16 20 
64 31 33 30 
65 33 28 30 
66 44 4 33 
67 5 37 4 
42 28 33 3 
18 18 14 13 
Mean 32 28 27 

 
Table 3: the difference caused in 5th, 6th, 7thtrials comparison 

Pipe connection 
(Number) 

Pipe connection 
Difference rate  
(5nd to 4th trials) 

Pipe connection 
Difference rate  
(6nd to 5th trials) 

Pipe connection 
Difference rate  
(7nd to 6th trials) 

63 22 28 2 
189 125 14 16 
64 28 2 50 
65 28 4 0 
66 25 33 50 
67 33 5 0 
42 14 33 0 
18 10 16 6 
Mean 21 29 17 
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Table 4: the difference caused in 8th, 9th, 10thtrials comparison 

Pipe connection 
(Number) 

Pipe connection 
Difference rate  
(8nd to 7th trials) 

Pipe connection 
Difference rate  
(9nd to 8th trials) 

Pipe connection 
Difference rate  
(10nd to 9th trials 

63 25 0 33 
189 2 0 25 
64 - 33 0 
65 33 50 0 
66 0 0 0 
67 0 0 1 
42 50 0 0 
18 14 8 9 
Mean 20 11 20 

 
From the tables above you can clearly see that in 

each node of trials the concentration of the chlorine 
changes in the nodes. For example these changes for 
table 4 node 18 in trials7th to 8th and 9th to 8th and 10th 
to 9thare 14, 8 and 9 respectively. In other node also 
this difference is obvious. As you can see in the 
tables above, the concentration changes in all steps 
and reaction rate of the pipe wall is really effective 
on that matter. In average the mean difference in 

each step in comparison with previous step is 23 
percent. 

Analyzing the concentration of the chlorine 
throughout the simulation  

To better analyze the reaction rate for the pipe 
wall throughout the network regarding the simulation 
the concentration is studied and showed through all 
steps. In the figure below the two legends show the 
territory of chlorine concentration in the pipeline and 
nodes.

 

 
Fig. 1: the concentration in different points of the network at the end of the simulation period in -0.1 reaction  
            rate for the pipe wall 
 

 
Fig. 2: the concentration in different points of the network at the end of the simulation period in -1 reaction rate  
            for the pipe wall 
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In the figures above you can clearly see that 
there is difference in the chlorine concentration and 
quality behavior of the water flow for different 
reaction rates of the pipe wall and the number is of a 
great importance in trial and errors in different points 
of the network. Then the effect of the reaction rate is 
clear. 
 
Water age: 

 
One the capabilities of the EPANET2 is to 

simulate water age in the pipes and nodes. To study 
the effects of the reaction rate on this factor the water 
age in different parts of the pipe is determined 
regarding different reaction rates and after reaction 
rates are measured and analyses were conducted. The 
results showed that reaction rate of pipe wall does 
not affect water age and there is no difference 
between these quantities in different reaction rates of 
the pipe wall. 
 
Conclusion: 

 
The primary aim of this study is to study the 

water flow behavior in urban water system of Sadra 
from a quality point of view and to analyze according 
to the change on reaction rate of the pipe wall.So, 
specifications and drawings were prepared of the 
City water supply andusing the data required in each 
section, the model was built. One of the most 
important factors in water quality modeling, is 
reaction coefficients of the water pipe wall, which is 
far less studied. Therefore to achieve what we started 
this study for, this network was considered under 
different reaction coefficients and in each part the 
changes of the concentration was measured. To study 
the effects of reaction rate two parameters namely; 
chloride concentration in the network, water age in 
the pipe, were studied.The results in the first 
parameter show the high importance of the reaction 
rate in simulated amount of the chlorine in the 
network and in average 23% of change is observed in 
each step.However, this factor does not affect the 
water age. According to the results of this study it 
can be said that reaction rate of the pipe is of a high 
importance on simulation of chlorine concentration 
in urban water system and it should be more regarded 
to.Concerning the intensity of this coefficient, due to 
non-linearity of the regnant equations, no absolute 
behavior could be attributed. The water supply 
network simulating model EPANET contributes to 
the quality and safety of drinking-water and 
environment in a capable and resourceful way. 
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